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 Background for FV Recycling SEO Campaign 

 The goal of the FV Recycling SEO campaign is to increase traffic by ranking for a 
 broader range of relevant search phrases, and to bring in new traffic from specific 
 geographic areas. 

 The KPI’s that indicate improved SEO performance include organic search 
 impressions, organic clicks, keyword rank improvements, and increase in organic 
 conversions. In order to improve organic performance, a number of on-site and off-site 
 actions were taken including: 

 ●  Improving on site linking and off site backlinks. 
 ●  Diversifying the relevant phrases in our headlines, titles, meta content and 

 copy to ensure it suits Google’s NPL (natural language AI) 
 ●  Creating and optimizing new content pages specifically focused on new 

 geographic regions. 
 ●  Ensuring that all appropriate pages are crawled and indexed. 
 ●  Optimizing other Google properties such as Google Business by using high 

 quality copy in descriptions, selecting appropriate categories, and adding 
 image meta content to help geographic targeting. 

 ●  And many other tactics. 

 Although SEO work may not be seen as a creative endeavor, the effort to diversify 
 the relevant phrases in our copy and headlines to best suit Google's NPL and aid in 
 geographic targeting required both creativity and analytical thinking skills. In that 
 way, good SEO work is both an art and a science - and has the advantage of being 
 very measureable. 
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 Upon working on the initial SEO on-site cleanup of technical issues, optimizing new 
 content pages and setting up Google Search Console tracking we recorded: 

 ●  85 branded and non-branded phrases bring page one Google results. 
 ●  100% initial increase in organic traffic (August over July) 
 ●  150% increase in organic conversions (phone calls, contact form, and customer 

 service requests) 
 ●  26.09% increase in our tracked keyword visibility 



 Conversion goals: 








